The hall which is fully equipped with a cinema set-up including high end projector and screen, is ideal for screenings as well as lectures for a small to medium sized audience.

St. Paul’s Catacombs are a typical complex of interconnected, underground Roman cemeteries that were in use up to the 4th century AD. They are located on the outskirts of the old Roman capital Melite (today’s Mdina), since Roman law prohibited burials within the city.
Venue ideal for:

- Corporate Events
- Product Launches
- Conferences, Seminars & Lectures

Spaces for rent:

- Hall 67m²
- Foyer 45m²

Capacity

- 100 standing
- 60 seated

Accessibility and Facilities:

- Wi-Fi
- Projector, screen and sound system
- Fully air-conditioned
- Wheelchair accessible
- Accessible restrooms

With the possibility of adding the foyer (outside opening hours).

* Capacity depends on event setup
Terms & Conditions Apply